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I would like to suggest an outline for what a North American Protestant Christian
theology informed by the mimetic theory might look like.1 Specifically I hope to validate
an observation by Rene Girard that the anthropology of mimetic theory and the orthodox
structuring of Christian theology are eminently compatible.2 After a brief introduction
concerning the relation of the gospel to human culture or what I call “The Babylonian
Captivity of the Gospel” there are two sections. The first explores the metaphor of the
gospel’s imprisonment and examines the nature of the “guards” which attempt to keep it
walled in and impotent. Second, I will sketch a paradigm of what a Christian theology
looks like when the problem of violence is addressed honestly and the radical solution of
love and forgiveness is taken seriously. In short I am hoping to be able to integrate the
two components of this conference, theology and peace, as an example of the theme of
this conference, Transforming Christianity.
On the Fall of the Church
There has been a lot of debate on what occurred at the time of Constantine in relation to
church/state relations. Some Girardians, e.g., Robert Daly would argue that preConstantinian Christians were no less violent than their contemporaries and that the
“Constantinian turn” was not a real change at all.3 Others, like myself, would argue that
something decisive took place in and around Constantine that would alter the way the
church perceived issues of nonviolence.4 As I see it, Daly wants to suggest that marginal
references to Christians in the military before Constantine amounts to the wholesale
rejection of a nonviolent or pacifistic early church. This is to engage in the kind of
revisionist history associated with Walter Bauer, who contended that evidence for
minority heterodox groups amounted to their suppression as actual majority groups by an
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‘orthodox’ minority, a hypothesis that has not been without its critics.5 Early Christian
history is not a linear movement from pacifism to acceptance of violence as a means to
control violence (just war theory). It is a time of travail much like Girard sees Jewish
history before Jesus as it struggles to become free from pagan myth.6
Whether or not one wants to place the onus of the change on Constantine, Eusebius or
Augustine, still one must concur that significant changes took place between 250-450
C.E. that affected the content of the gospel proclamation, one of which was the
acceptance by the church of the use of violence/force by the state. Girard shares this view
when he says, “Historical Christianity covers the [biblical] texts with a veil of sacrifice.
Or, to change the metaphor, it immolates them in the (albeit splendid) tomb of Western
culture.”7 He observes that here is little difference between historical Christianity and
pre-Christian Judaism; they are both communities in travail.8 He says, “Beginning with
Constantine, Christianity triumphed at the level of the state and soon began to cloak with
its authority persecutions similar to those in which early Christians were victims.”9
Girard also correctly observes the changes that took place in Eusebius of Caesarea,
Constantine’s official biographer, who came to accept violence by the state as divinely
sanctioned.10
With Girard and against Daly, I am going to assume that the changes that occurred in the
early church before and after Constantine amounted to a tectonic shift, a ‘fall’ of the
church as it were. In The Jesus Driven Life, I explored some of the consequences of that
fall particularly the shift in hermeneutics that took place; here I want to examine some
specific hindrances to Christian theology in our own time.
The Warders of the Gospel
I have used the phrase “warders of the gospel” implying that there are many. In the
epistles of Paul the terminology is ‘principalities and powers’ which Walter Wink has
done so much to elucidate.11 The collective term ‘principalities and powers’ goes by the
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singular ‘satan’ in the Gospels. These two ways of describing that which is hostile to God
and the gospel are two sides of a coin. Girard, apparently independently of Wink, has also
noted the relation between the satan and the ‘principalities and powers.’ He says,
“Though not identical with Satan, the powers are all his tributaries because they are all
servants of the false gods that are the offspring of Satan, that is, the offspring of the
founding murder…What we are talking about here are rather the social phenomena that
the founding murder created.”12 Now the concept of the satan has changed throughout
history. 13 The satan has gone from being a member of the divine court to a fallen angel,
to an accuser of humans. If, following Girard, we recognize that the concept of the
satanic is anthropological, that it, it has been demystified, it is possible then to speak of
the satan as metonym for the mimetic crisis or has Robert Hamerton-Kelly has put it as
the ‘Generative Mimetic Scapegoating Mechanism.’ In a previous essay I noted,
René’s development of mimetic theory has removed Satan from the realms of our
mythologizing, from the false transcendence that we have given to evil. Satan is no
longer to be perceived as an abstraction, as something akin to God, but as one whose
disguise is removed. Satan is an anthropological category. Evil arises from within, not
without, the human species. Evil does not exist prior to the generative power of imitated
desire. Thus there is no transcendental dualism that has to be posited prior to the
advent of humanity’s mythmaking.14

So how does this ‘evil’ scandalous thinking manifest itself? How has historical
Christianity been compromised? Where has the gospel been brought into submission to
the Powers? Frederiek Depoortere contends,“When Christianity entered the pagan world,
which had, in contrast to the Jews, not been prepared by the ‘demystifying effect’ of the
Hebrew Scriptures, a sacrificial Christianity became inevitable. This resulted in a
resacralization: God was ‘reinfused with violence.’”15 This resacralization was
accomplished a number of ways. While the list below could be extended I suggest seven
key areas that Christian theology has been co-opted by the overarching satanic principle.
Powers Fall: Reconciliation in the Healing of Nations (1998) all published by Fortress Press, Cracking the
Gnostic Code: The Powers in Gnosticism (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1993), and The Powers That Be:
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It is important to remember that each of these aspects of the satanic is not isolated but
that they are all interconnected. In what follows I will make some brief observations
about each area.
Philosophically
Epistemologically
Sociologically
Psychologically
Economically
Spiritually
Theologically

The Violent Logos of Hellenic Philosophy
Dualism = The Generative Power of the Victim
Accusation and Punishment = Scapegoating
Individualism = The Romantic Lie
Greed = Rivalry and Competition
The Law = Prohibition and Ritual
The Sacrificial Principle

1. Philosophically. It is well known that Christian theology, has, since the second
century been developed in relation to Greek philosophical categories. One aspect
of the work of Brian McLaren, Tony Bartlett and others is to show that this
marriage of categories has not always been beneficial. McLaren observes that this
relationship altered the narrative structure of the gospel; Bartlett acerbically
remarks that the mixture of Platonism and the gospel produces a “cosmic thud of
eternal principles…”16 Girard has argued that the antinomy between philosophy
and the gospel can be traced to their use of the term ‘logos.’17 The nonviolent
logos of the Fourth Gospel cannot be assimilated to the violent logos of Greek
philosophy. Girard calls this assimilation of logoi, “the strangest and most durable
illusion of all Western thought.”18 He also notes, in a similar vein as McLaren and
Bartlett that “you gradually turn away from the Bible as you move in the direction
of philosophy.” In The Jesus Driven Life, I traced this assimilation of logoi to
Justin Martyr, the first Christian philosopher. Once this was done any christology
oriented to the logos of Greek philosophy was doomed to lose its nonviolent
character.
2. Epistemologically. Girard has made the case that the originary murder, the first
victim, also initiated the process of symbolization and thus, language. The victim
is the first binary, the original dualism, demonized then divinized that, in the
words of Tony Bartlett, “in her switch from evil to good [that is, the sacralization
of the victim]…makes available an on/off switch with astonishing and worldordering power.”19 Humans are thus constituted dualistically in their cultural
evolution. It is not difficult to make the case that dualism is a problem and where
it has permeated Christian doctrine. Philip Lee has conclusively demonstrated
how dualism has affected Protestant Christian theology in North America with
incredibly debilitating results.20 A few examples will suffice: there is the dualism
between spirit and matter, body and soul, objective and subjective, the twokingdom theory, God’s love and God’s justice, eschatology and ethics, heaven
16
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and hell, time and eternity, election and free will, the natural and the supernatural,
Israel and the Church, us and them, male and female and the list could go on and
on. It is difficult to find any Christian doctrine that is not located in the matrix of
dualism, which means that dualistic Christian doctrine is grounded in violence at
some point.
3. Sociologically the satanic can be found in blame, accusation and punishment.
When Christian communities, or ecclesiology, submits to the satanic in its
formation of social groups it will manifest itself in an us vs. them mentality. “We
are this, we are not that.” The inevitable result is the codification of a belief
system that eventuates in some form of scapegoating, whether that takes place as
real execution as in the Inquisition, witch hunts or the Holocaust or in exile,
shunning, displacement or marginalization. Christian history is replete with
examples that are sadly all too familiar. One can see this especially in groups
where hierarchy is essential to group identity and power tends toward to top of the
social pyramid. A corollary aspect to this is the affirmation of revenge as a form
of justice. While not specifically Christian, yet indicative of the values of a socalled Christian nation, a recent New York Daily News Poll queried “Do you
believe in exacting revenge to get justice?” only 28% said revenge was barbaric;
16% felt it depended on the situation and an astonishing 56% said revenge is the
only sure way to achieve justice.21
4. Psychologically. Christian anthropology that constitutes the individual as an
atomistic presence has bought into the psychology of the ‘romantic lie’ (Girard).
The satanic spirit manifests itself in a Christian anthropology in the affirmation
that we are each individually responsible for our own eternal (Platonic) salvation.
This can take many forms. In our own time we see this in many Christian selfhelp books, the turn to mysticism and legalism. In more conservative Protestant
circles, doctrines of justification and sanctification are no longer tied to communal
identity and transformation but become narcissistic. Doctrine also becomes
narcissistic when viewed as the linguistic expression of inner feeling, a view
George Lindbeck has termed ‘experiential-expressive’ and is emptied of any
possibility of a truth outside the self.22
5. Economically. It has been observed that some 40% of Jesus’ teaching uses
economic metaphors. Jesus was a severe critic of economics long before Marx.
Girardians Jean-Pierre Dupuy and Paul Dumochel have demonstrated that the
modern economy replaces sacred religion in the modern world; both are systems
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of exchange, both have victims.23 Girard affirms this evaluation: “In our society
religion has been completely subsumed by economics, but precisely because
economics springs from a religious matrix. It is nothing but the secularized form
of religious ritual.”24 Christian theology is tied intimately to the negative effects
of economy, the Roman Catholic Church is one of the wealthiest institutions on
the planet in terms of its assets while Protestant mega-churches have exploded in
the last two decades. Additionally, theology and church also becomes complicit
with mammon when they proclaim any form of a prosperity gospel or a
Deuteronomic hermeneutic where God blesses good with wealth but rewards evil
with poverty.
6. Christian discipleship or spirituality is sadly and badly mangled when it becomes
oriented to Law, or the two pillars of culture Girard identifies as prohibition and
ritual. When Christian spirituality is oriented to the Law it easily degenerates into
‘holiness codes’, sectarianism, and forms of spiritual practice that are oriented to
human effort. Codes of belief and behavior function as both entrance
requirements and communal maintenance. One can see this most clearly in
fundamentalist Christian groups, but it can be found throughout the various forms
of Christianity. In The Jesus Driven Life I pointed out that the work of J. Louis
Martyn on Galatians and Douglas Campbell on Romans necessitate not only a
new look at Paul and the Jewish Torah but also the role of law in the Christian
Life.25
7. Last in our list, but perhaps of gravest importance, Christian theology is seduced
by the satanic when it appropriates a sacrificial hermeneutic, when it makes the
God and Father of Jesus to be like the gods of archaic religion who require blood
sacrifice to appease divine wrath and achieve divine blessing. In The Jesus Driven
Life I argued at length against the use of a sacrificial hermeneutic when
interpreting biblical texts following the lead of Rene Girard, Raymund Schwager,
James Alison and others. Like dualism, it is hard to find any Christian doctrine
that has not been subsumed under a sacrificial hermeneutic in the guise of
‘orthodoxy.’ As Girard notes, “The sacrificial reading is unable to conceive of a
god that would absolutely be free of violence, which is what the gospel text is
really all about.”26

Rendering A Nonsacrificial Theology
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In Things Hidden Girard averred, “I feel that the non-sacrificial reading brings all the
great canonical dogmas back into play, making them intelligible by articulating them
more coherently than has been possible up to now.”27 In 1994 he concluded an
interview with James Williams saying, “Mine is a search for the anthropology of the
cross, which turns out to rehabilitate orthodox theology.”28 He also remarked, “Far
from contradicting the traditional formulations of the Christian faith, the mimetic
interpretation vindicates them.”29 The final section of this essay is a vindication of
this insight of Girard that, in fact, a wonderfully beneficial Christian theology can be
rendered when it is grounded in the revelation of scapegoating.
My own journey began in 1987 when I discovered Girard through reading Raymund
Schwager’s Must There Be Scapegoats? I spent the next fifteen years pondering what
a theology without violence might look like. In the process two things happened: first
as I began preaching and teaching the implications of this new thinking I angered my
mostly conservative Evangelical congregation and eventually crashed and burned in
the ministry. Second, I was compelled to see my own negative mimesis and the way I
had become rivalrous and scapegoating. I mention these two things at the outset
because I believe that if we are faithful to the revelation of the innocent victim seen in
the cross of Christ we will be persecuted. But more important, we will also have to
face the challenge of how we too are entwined in negative mimesis, rivalry and
scapegoating and how we can be liberated from all this to follow Jesus who imitated
God.
At the end of that journey I wrote The Jesus Driven Life, an attempt to show how I
integrated insights from the historical-critical method with the mimetic theory. This
was an important component of Raymund Schwager’s exegetical practice that I
adopted.30 Prior to writing The Jesus Driven Life I had written and presented over a
dozen essays on mimetic theory and had exegeted virtually all the gospel lectionary
texts from this hermeneutic vantage point on my website.31 So for the past quarter
century I am been absorbed with this business of how to develop a Christian
systematic theology, grounded in good historical-critical exegesis, informed by the
mimetic theory, congruent with insights found in the scientific disciplines which
would lead to deep spirituality, healthy community formation and the witness of a
prophetic stance calling us to follow Jesus exclusively.
One key thinker that mimetic theorists can advantageously turn to is theologian F.
LeRon Shults who has shown the importance of the shift in philosophy from
metaphysics to relationality.32 Shults’ program to ‘reform’ Christian doctrine
27
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comports well with the views of Rene Girard. Shults is a recent reader of Girard and
has begun critically appropriating mimetic theory into his worldview. His postfoundationalist critical-realist stance allows him to see fruitful areas of scientific
compatibility from the theological perspective in the same way Girard saw
theological compatibility with the Christian tradition from the scientific perspective.
For better or worse I think I have achieved my goal of envisioning a theology that is
orthodox, evangelical, Anabaptist and scientifically compatible.33 This foray can be
found in structural form in the chart found on the last page of this essay and in prose
form in The Jesus Driven Life. What does a gospel freed from violence look like? It
looks like really good news, real evangel. I will briefly describe the main points of the
construction of some doctrines, offering a map, which is not be confused with the
territory. I emphasize that I will not be exhaustive but directive.
Doctrine of God
There are two crucial components to a Christian doctrine of God. The first is a
congruent orthodox understanding of the Trinity. The second is the form that
understanding derives from, a theology of the cross (theologia crucis). A Christian
doctrine of God begins with Jesus’ death. This is why one has to get atonement right
before one can discern who and what is being revealed, that is, who is this God who
comes to us in Jesus’ death, One who is reconciling the world to God’s self (II Cor
5:16-21). One theologian to perceive this was Dietrich Bonhoeffer who began his
1933 lectures on Christology by noting it is not the abstract metaphysical How?
questions we should be asking when it comes to Jesus, but the much more personal
and existential Who? Question.34 This Who? is Christ crucified. It is the passion of
Jesus that renders all other textual meaning for Christian theology.
Girard focuses on the Passion of Jesus as the revelatory texts by which all other texts
are to be read. This is exactly right for several reasons. First, this is, to reference
Martin Luther, to have a hermeneutic theologia crucis. It is the explicit
acknowledgement of that which is out of the box, that which is revealed or made
known about God and humanity. In the biblical canon, the outer shell are the two
Testaments, within that the New Testament, within that The Gospels and within that
the Passion. Canonicity is about how texts read texts; canon involves both the texts
read and the hermeneutic deployed. The biblical canon generates its own internal
hermeneutic, the way by which it is to be read. Protestant Christian hermeneutics
presupposes the question (and solution), i.e., the regula fidei; it does not, should not,
nor cannot begin with a theory of inspiration.35 Reading biblical texts in this light has
plenty of support from the Girardian community: Schwager, Alison, Hamerton-Kelly,
Science (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008); with Brent Walters, ed. Christology and Ethics (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2010).
33
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Bailie, Goodhart, Williams, Heim, Bartlett, Neuchterlein, Swartley, others and
myself. I especially commend the volume edited by Willard Swartley, Violence
Renounced; it is a cornucopia of essays reading biblical texts from both Testaments in
the light of mimetic theory.36
A Christian doctrine of God also confesses that Jesus is the full, final and complete
revelation of the character of God, or if you like, who God is. It was not just part of
God in Jesus, as though God (supposedly the Father) could act differently and be of a
different character than Jesus. It is God’s fullness (pleroma) that becomes incarnate in
Jesus (Col 2:9). The logos is face to face with God and God at the same time (John
1:1-5), but it is not an abstract logos but the specific particular person of Jesus (John
1:14), the nonviolent logos. Incarnation does not belong under anthropology but in
the doctrine of God; we cannot separate our Christology from our understanding of
God.
A Christian doctrine of God is able to show how the God and father of Jesus is to be
differentiated from the gods of religion. Here one cannot say enough for Girard’s
groundbreaking work in Things Hidden and Schwager’s Must There Be
Scapegoats?37 What they are able to show through a mimetic reading of the biblical
text is that, unlike the gods of archaic religion, Israel’s God is not Janus-faced. I tried
to drive this point home in The Jesus Driven Life. James Alison has also made a
significant contribution to this topic in Raising Abel. The theological axioms that
‘God is love’ and ‘God is light’ and ‘in God there is no shadow of turning’ ground the
discussion of God’s character.38
One crucial element in a doctrine of God concerns the divine dance, the playful
joyous dance of Pure Love. This notion often goes by the rubric perichoresis. This
beatific vision has come to the forefront of modern conversations about the Trinity.
Karl Barth, Jurgen Moltmann, Catherine LaCugna, John Zizziolas, and others have
made significant contributions to this theme that validates the axiomatic statements of
Scripture and clearly shows that God is at heart, compassionate and loving.39 This
accords with the character of God as nonviolent or non-retributive found in Girard’s
theology.
Finally, with Karl Barth, a Christian doctrine of God understands God’s love in
freedom. The emphasis on the freedom of God in Christian theology cannot be that
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God is free from humanity but instead, in the light of Jesus’ incarnation, death,
resurrection and ascension, God is free to be for us (pro nobis).40
Christology (Who Jesus Is)
Here I would bring together several complimentary strands of research, exegetical,
theological and mimetic theoretical. The Who? question answered in the doctrine of
God now takes form by asking the How? question. However, the How? question no
longer need be asked first within Greek philosophical categories but from within the
research over the past century in the life, teachings and ministry of Jesus of
Nazareth.41 Jesus’ favorite self-designation ‘the son of the man’ (bar e’nesha, ho
huios tou anthropou) can now be understood as The True Human as Walter Wink has
shown.42 How Jesus acts as a human is an imitation of his Abba. This is the language
of the christology of the Fourth Gospel. The Synoptics bear witness to this divine
imitation in their narratives of Jesus. The Who? question of Jesus’ identity in the
Fourth Gospel can then be understood with reference to the How? question of his
mission and activity in the Synoptics. The Emmanuel of Matthew is the Logos of the
Fourth Gospel. This was my starting point in The Jesus Driven Life.
If we locate God’s self-revelation in Jesus and we are willing to acknowledge that the
best Jesus scholarship understands Jesus to be nonviolent, then we must also
understand Jesus’ identity to be a revelation of God’s identity. Here the language of
Nicaea comes into play. If we confess the Nicene Creed and we also affirm the nonretaliatory character of Jesus, if we confess that Jesus is homoousias with the Father,
then we are also making a statement about the character of the Father. We are
asserting that God is nonviolent. The Nicene Creed read in terms of the mimetic
theory and the theme of imitation in the Fourth Gospel renders a metaphysical
reading obsolete and proffers a reading that is evangel.
Incarnation is revelation. Barth was correct to tie revelation so closely to the figure of
Jesus. I part company here with those who need a theory of inspiration. My current
project Dying God, Living Word shows how to construct a truly evangelical theology
apart from a theory of inspiration. Revelation comes not as text but as human.
Girard’s exegetical instincts are correct when he makes this theological assertion
about God’s character in Things Hidden.
Who Jesus is interprets what he does; what he does actualizes who he is. There can be
no separation of form and content in christology, the medium is the message
(McLuhan). Christology then has three navigational points: historical (the historical
Jesus), textual (the four canonical Gospels) and ecclesiological (the Christus
Praesens). The Christ whom we worship is the Jesus of the apostolic communities
40
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borne witness to in the Gospels. Each of these points is necessary for a healthy
christology.43
Atonement (What Messiah Has Wrought)
Mimetic theory has permeated the conversation around the atonement more than
anywhere else. Girard started this rethinking of atonement in Things Hidden in 1978.
The earliest challenge, in English, to traditional atonement theories utilizing Girard is
that of Lutheran theologian Gerhard Forde who had only read Girard’s Violence and
the Sacred44 when he wrote his article on ‘Atonement’ in the 1984 publication
Christian Dogmatics.45 A spate of works have since come out that utilize the mimetic
theory in their interpretation of atonement, I note particularly Tony Bartlett’s Cross
Purposes, Mark Heim’s Saved from Sacrifice, Stricken by God? by Brad Jersak and
myself and Raymund Schwager’s Der Wunderbare Tausch.
There are five points I would make about a radical evangelical doctrine of the
atonement:
1. There has been a complete and total deconstruction of the penal satisfaction
theory. The other two classic theories Christus Victor (Irenaeus) and Exemplary
Theory (Abelard) can be seen as dealing with the two aspects of mimesis,
negative and positive. Christ overcame the satan in the Synoptics in his personal
life, in his ministry and on the cross. In the words of Christoph Blumhardt ‘Jesus
is Victor!’46 The Fourth Gospel makes explicit Jesus conquering of the satan in
his death, as does Paul (John 12, I Cor 1-2). But Jesus not only overcomes the
satan he also becomes a lived model of his message of forgiveness and
reconciliation (Luke 23:32). LeRon Schults has made a compelling case for
rehabilitating Abelard’s theory in the light of the social sciences, including
mimetic theory.47
2. A Christian doctrine of atonement is a direct challenge to sacrificial theories of
Jesus’ death that make God responsible or complicit in the murder of the Son.
The current debate about the atonement is a crucial watershed in the history of the
Gospel. The deconstruction of the Anselmic theory and the further deconstruction
of a penal atonement associated with John Calvin has provoked some intense and
43
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serious controversy this past twenty years. One can no longer discuss atonement
or the death of Jesus without factoring in Rene Girard and those who utilize the
mimetic theory when interpreting Jesus’ death. So far, while it might be said that
Girard has not received a good hearing in the American academy, his work has
been a boon for theologians. He has helped us to place the Gospels in relation to
the sacred literature of Judaism while also contexting the Hebrew Scriptures in the
context of religion or myth, whether textual or ritual. The mimetic theory shows
how Jesus’ death is sui generis.
3. Jesus’ death is a complete renunciation of the sacrificial understanding of penal
atonement. I cannot say enough here about the work of Raymund Schwager, Tony
Bartlett, Mark Heim, Robert-Hamerton Kelly or James Alison on this point. The
view that God was pouring out wrath as Jesus died is exactly the opposite of what
was really occurring which was a manifestation of true love. One cannot have
both a sacrificial and a non-sacrificial understanding of Jesus’ death, they are
mutually exclusive.48 Holding them together is what creates a Janus-faced God,
the god of sacrificial Christianity. This is why, as mentioned earlier, discussion
about the character of God must begin with the death of Jesus.
4. The death of Jesus is the space where God is revealed as Trinity. In the cross, the
Father was reconciling the world (II Cor 5:16-21), the Son modeled this
reconciliation in the forgiveness of his persecutors (Luke 23:32) and the Spirit,
sent from the Father through the Son is the Spirit of reconciliation (John 7:3739).49 Our experience of God is cruciform and not otherwise. This explains why
understanding the Generative Mimetic Scapegoating Mechanism is so important.
That which flows from our experience of God as Spirit poured out in the cross of
Jesus, our ethics, our self-understanding, our vision of God, our relation to others
is that which God as Trinity has shown God’s self to be like. This God is
merciful, forgiving, compassionate and loving. This God is one, yet might we say,
interdividual?
5. Finally, recognizing that in America we live ‘under the rule of law’, it is
important to consider that both prohibition and ritual have their origins in the
mimetic. If the cross liberates us from the satanic and reconciles us to God it also
brings us life and that life is not abstract but how we might live this life, and so
being the mimetic creatures that we are, we are given a model, Jesus, whom we
are called to follow. We are not given a list of do’s and don’ts, for the Law has
been abolished (Col 2:13-15). Pauline studies have vindicated this insight by
recognizing the apocalyptic element in Paul’s thought and the problem
encountered in Torah. J. Louis Martyn in his Anchor Bible commentary on
Galatians50 and Douglas Campbell in his magisterial reading of Romans in The
Deliverance of God51 combined with Hamerton-Kelly’s Girardian reading of
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Paul52 offer a new view of Paul that is congruent with a mimetic reading and
historical-critical exegesis. This shift from law to human model has significant
consequences for ecclesiology, ethics and spirituality. Backed by recent research
on the phenomenon of ‘mirror neurons’ in the human brain, an air tight case can
be made for faith apart from law.
Eschatology
Girard’s personal eschatology is rather bleak. Rene does not see a wholesale
repentance of humanity, a complete and total renunciation of violence. Battling to the
End is not an easy read. All Girardians do not share Rene’s pessimistic outlook.
Apocalypse might be the penultimate word, but the Final Word is Jesus who comes to
us a Friend from the Future. If we can make a case that there is no violence in God
and that Jesus’ death was not a penal transaction but a revelation of the character of
God, it seems that we should also be able to say the same thing about the God to
whom we are coming and who is coming to us.
The bugaboo in this is two fold. First a sacrificial eschatology is oriented to law. It
reckons judgment to be based upon obedience or disobedience. So, just as being a
good citizen by obeying the laws of the land keeps you in good standing with the civil
authorities, so also keeping God’s rules and rituals will keep one in good standing
with divine authority. This is not the Gospel. If the apostle Paul were here there
would be a major league chastising. Second, sacrificial eschatology has a penal
doctrine of hell. Has anyone ever argued that while God was compassionate in Jesus
and because Jesus was nonviolent so we too are called to live nonviolently, yet we
could do so knowing that, at the end of things, people who hurt us will get their
comeuppance? Renowned theologian Miroslav Volf did in his award-winning
Exclusion and Embrace.53 Yet, recent exegeses of the book of Revelation, historicalcritical and mimetic, have shown that the God who is in Christ at the end is
nonviolent.54
What might Compassionate Eschatology look like?55 It would be very different from
a sacrificial one. First, there would be no need for victims. The kingdom of God has
no sacrificial apparatus. Thus there need be no fear of punishment. “There is no fear
in love, but perfect love casts out fear, for fear stems from punishment, and whoever
fears has not reached perfection in love” (I John 3:18).
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Second, recognizing that we are interdividual and no longer affirm an atomistic
understanding of the human, eschatology would have as much to do with our
relationships as anything. It has to do with the redemption of the entire project of
creation not just humans (Rom 5:12-21; Col 1:15-20). Our eschatology cannot look
different than our doctrine of creation or atonement. As we are created imago Dei
which as Bonhoeffer and Barth have concluded means “being-in-relationship”, so we
are also reconciled and redeemed as “beings-in-relationship.” Again this dovetails
back into our understanding of the Trinity as “being-in-communion” (Zizzioulas).
Third, this universal redemption includes “all things” including that from which we
are made, the adama (Gen 2:7), the earth. Our eschatology thus informs our
relationship to the creation itself and has profound implications for our discipleship
and spirituality. Recent trends in Christian ecological awareness, in reaction to the
human as dominator and rival with the earth, have had a salutary benefit in some
circles of Christian life but have yet to permeate those Christian traditions that see the
earth as a resource to be exploited (grounded in the dualism of matter and spirit where
matter is adjudged as less than spirit). My own interest in this area has been informed
by learning and participating in North American Native shamanic traditions,
specifically that of the Apache which I find to be extraordinarily congruent with both
Scripture and the mimetic theory.56
Pneumatology
In a sense each of the last three categories might well be discussed under the category
of pneumatology for they all reflect in one way or another the experience of the
Triune God lived in life. Indeed a truly Protestant theology might well begin with
ethics. James McClendon Jr. has offered such a starting point noting that
foundations, doctrine and ethics are all intertwined and that a rejection of an ideal
Platonic universe of ideas necessitates a fresh starting point, particularly as the
foundations of modernism have crumbled.57 I would concur with one caveat: one’s
ethics is determined by two important considerations, what one believes Jesus taught
and the role of Jesus in relation to the ‘ethic(s)’ of the Jewish Scriptures. These two
points are highly contested in Christendom today which is why I have argued that our
reflections on God in the 21st century must begin with the revelation of the Trinitarian
God revealed in the cross of Christ. One’s Christology determines one’s ethics; an
ethic not congruent with the life, teaching and example of Jesus cannot be called a
Christian ethic no matter how many Bible verses one racks up.
Inasmuch as the work of the Spirit is part of God’s ongoing activity in the life of the
churches these last three areas can only be provisionally directive. Brian McLaren has
given us much food for thought on these topics in his recent publications A New Kind
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of Christianity and Naked Spirituality. In any case, I will only note some important
theological considerations for each locus offering resources for thought.
1. Ecclesiology Egalitarian Community of Service
- Community gathered intentionally round a victim
- Death and Life in Baptism & the Eucharist (reframing ritual, Eucharist not
sacrificial in the archaic religious sense)
- Mission in Service (Phil 2:5-11 “have this mind in you”)58
- Mimetic Theory and Community: Challenge to Hierarchy, Bureaucracy
2. Ethics Imitation as Formation
-The Didache and early Christian catechism
- Studies in Cognitive and Developmental Psychology, Mirror Neurons and
Imitation Theory
-Francis
-Dietrich Bonhoeffer (Discipleship)
-Dorothy Day
-M.L. King Jr.
-Gandhi & The Ethics of Nonviolence (Stanley Hauerwas/John Howard Yoder)
3. Spirituality The Holy Spirit as Defender, Teacher and Presence of Christ
-Paraclete (opposite of the satan) cf. Andrew Sung Park Triune Atonement on
atonement and the Paraclete59
-Didaskolos (John 15:25ff; I John 2:26-28)
-Christus Praesens (Matt 28:18-20, FG allos parakletos, II Cor 3 kurios =
pneuma)
- The Ecology of the Spirit (Mark Wallace: Finding God in the Singing River)60
-Worship in ‘spirit and truth’ (John 4, no sacred places, everywhere and everyone
belongs to God)
I hope that these considerations are enough to get us moving in a direction of
discerning that which is the novum in Jesus and so reformulate all of the great
Christian doctrines in accordance with the insights we have gained from the mimetic
theory and critical biblical and theological studies. As Theology and Peace moves
into the future I see part of its task to be generating studies that open up areas where
we might reframe and reformulate Christian doctrine so that it is Jesus who is front
and center, beginning and end, the living and truthful way who brings us and all our
peers to new life lived in love, joy and forgiveness. The time is ripe for such a
conversation, “Come, let us reason together.”
God’s No!
Negative Mimesis
‘Human Culture’

(I Cor 1:19-22)

58

God’s Yes!
Positive Mimesis
‘Divine Culture

See a mimetic exegesis of this passage by Steven E. Berry and myself, “Grasping God: Philippians 2: 111 in the Light of Mimetic Theory” at http://www.preachingpeace.org/documents/Phil_2_COVR_2005.pdf.
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1. Desire (James 1:13, 4:1ff)

2.

Desire

-triangular nature of
-imitated (I-Thou-I)
-object oriented

-trinitarian nature of; perichoresis
-God as Subject (I-Thou) Jn 5:16-30
-Desiring God’s desire; the will of God

Rivalry ------ Model/Obstacle

Self-Giving (Non Rivalrous)

-volatile nature of (Gen 2-4)
-escalation of imitated actions Gen 2-3
-Other oriented (subject as enemy)

-humilitas Phil 2:5-11 hymn
-surrender/trust (pistis Xristou)
-Subject oriented (subject beloved)

3. Undifferentiation (Romans 1:17-32)

Undifferentiated Differentiation
(God asTrinity)

[----the point of no return-----]
(All imitate all; need for differentiation)

Son imitates Father
(cross)
(priest)

Hebrews
12:24
Heb. 12:24

Father Glorifies Son
(resurrection)
(king)

Violence
Love
Revenge
Forgiveness
Logos of Heraclitus
Logos of the Fourth Gospel
The Cover-Up
The Truth
----- Adam (Romans 5:12-21) Christ ----Atonement: Christus Victor
(Col 1:15-20)
Exemplary Model

Scapegoat (differentiated victim)

Spirit in One = Body of Christ

-all against one
-the ‘lie’ of individuality
-‘j’accuse’ The Satan
-Meconnaisance
-Phantom Community
-(religious) addiction (Rom 7)

(ascension) one for all Col 3:1-4
(prophet) truth of oneness/interdividual
The Paraclete (pro nobis) Jn 16:12-15
Anamnesis (memory & hope)
Voice of the Good Shepherd
Brain transformation (mirror neurons)

Sacralization

Resurrection as Vindication

-victim agent of chaos/order
-victim as binary symbol
-origins of dualism (Zoroaster, Plato)
Job

-vindicated victim agent of new order
-victim (Jesus) as unitary symbol
-demise of dualism (Barth, Quantum Theo.)
(Exile – Return) 2nd Isaiah

Pillars of Culture

Prophetic Critique of Culture

1.
2.

Prohibition (Law)
Ritual (Religion)
-‘do ut des; lex talionis
3. Myth (Discourse, Literature)
theology of glory
[Luther]
hermeneutics from above [Bonhoeffer]
© 2004 Michael Hardin
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1. New Covenant (Jer 31.31ff)
2. Self-Giving as Eucharist
-phero/anaphero and cognates
3. Gospel (the story of Jesus)
theology of the cross
hermeneutics from below

